SO-CAL Automatic Art Deco Shifter Knob: Designed to fit the Lokar 3 and 4-speed automatic transmission shifter kits. The 4-speed knob has an extra “D” engraved in the face. Both have a reverse lock-out feature and are made from highly polished machined aluminum.
(A) #001-50600 3 speed Art Deco knob: $39.99 ea.
(B) #001-50601 4 speed Art Deco knob: $39.99 ea.

SO-CAL Standard Trans Shift Knobs: Designed specifically for that post war hot rod look. (A) The Art Deco smooth top is machined and polished aluminum, while (B) the Early Ford is cast and polished aluminum. Includes inserts.
(A) #001-62007 Art Deco std. shift knob: $24.95 ea.
(B) #001-50420 Early Ford std. shift knob: $24.95 ea.

SO-CAL Voodoo Shift Knobs:
Shift knobs come and go but these are the best I have ever seen. I don’t know how they’re made and quite frankly don’t care. Simply put I think it’s voodoo, just flawless. Pete Chapouris includes inserts.
(A) #001-60621 SO-CAL logo shift knob: $34.99 ea.
(B) #001-60622 SO-CAL wolf shift knob: $34.99 ea.
(C) #001-60620 Shine skull n flames knob: $39.95 ea.
(D) #001-60619 SO-CAL cue ball shift knob: $39.95 ea.
(E) #001-60676 Black shift knob with inlaid ivory colored oval logo: $34.99 ea.
(F) #001-60677 Ivory colored shift knob with inlaid black oval logo: $36.95 ea.

SO-CAL Shine Shift Knob: Cast from the very part that Shine crafted for his bare neck '34 pickup, this 7 pointed shift knob is great for all applications, even paperweight. Includes inserts.
#001-98023 SO-CAL Shine shift knob: $39.95 ea.

Replacement Lokar Dipstick Handle: We’ve had a lot of requests for a replacement SO-CAL Art Deco-style handle for Lokar dipsticks to match the other SO-CAL Art Deco Accessories. Here it is in polished aluminum.
#001-50450 SO-CAL dipstick handle: $24.95 ea.

Lokar Shifter Knob Adapter: As last adapters that are designed to mount standard transmission shifter knobs to any Lokar shifter and continue the same pattern and safety features associated with their automatic shifter knobs. The adapter is offered in either 3/8"-16 or 3/8"-24 threads and designed with hidden jam nuts for a flush mount against the shifter knob.
#022-6878 Adapter 3/8"-16: $29.95 ea.
#022-6879 Adapter 3/8"-24: $29.95 ea.